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prospects

I just 
don't know 
how I'm 
going to 

find the
right woman

certainly
not at nagasaki 

massage down 
the block 
though

koko touches me
just right 
and always 

helps me on 
with my jacket

after rubbing 
me down with 
a hot wash rag



apparently I'm harmless 
here
just a little man 

on a porch
next to santa monica 

beach
typing

so they let me be with their 
1st amendment

I don't have any overwhelming plans 
for the political system 

so they
let me be

I avoid the cops and I avoid you 
I don't avoid the 

wild birds my cat 
save occasionally
or the muses 
the muses avoid me

much of the time
I would rather the muses

be here all the time 
lower lips spread

rosey flesh radiating
graceful animals

with marble warm skin
I'd treat them better than 

myself
wouldn't allow them to smoke drink any 

of my liquor
I'd feed them lettuce and meat

rub their backs with hot soapy rags
rub their flesh with rose cream 

why aren't they here
ehhh they're out farting in some other 

artist's nostril
the ones on the best seller list 

in art week magazine
that's where the muses are
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gagaku

it's become
rather automatic

put on the gagaku 
record

write these poems
worry not about 

repetition
don't conjure

wait for the demons
to show themselves

to my imagination
don't see them

before they come
don't make them up

the rules of my poetry 
are almost as the

rules on the sign 
on any public 

beach
no alcohol 

no this no
dogs no
that

but it is true
often I see the image

in the wrong way and
then the writing is 

conjury
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gagaku

let me 
raise

demons here
this harmless spot

make my poems
x rated and keep 
them from minors 

yet keep them legal 
so I can stay

free of cages

all I see
of demons

are things 
holding kitchen 

forks
and banging cymbals 

brass cymbals 
if not gold

they bang the forks
against the cymbals

bugs bunny
seems involved

there are whirls and 
twirls
swirls too

they sweep about with
cymbals and kitchen forks

they turn and turn counterclockwise 
a few of them

turn clockwise
they swirl like a turning 

hurricane wheel 
of matter

nothing
x rated here —  show 

it to your child
so that the child 

will know others 
have nightmares 

too
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gagaku

they carry a banner
shifting colored banner 

shining silk 
from green to 

red salmon
they carry the 

banner
a seeming demon political 

crew
down the throughfare 
they prance like

a hol
ier than thou

marxist
crew

and maybe they are 
right

and maybe wrong 
 I'm not with them 

but I see them
their talons

they do
have talons 

where
fingernails would normally be 

and teeth
grown down pointed

fangs
they have fangs for teeth 

and the
fangs drip 

water or 
saliva

now they wave a swastika
they hug each other those 

waving the 
swastika and 
red flags

another
treaty between 

hitler and stalin?
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gagaku

I've tried much
come back to poetry writing
will stay
I'll take intermissions 
enough not to stale myself
I've tried oil painting 
sold a few
and I'll go back to it 
during intermissions
but my serious 
effort
will be this 
demon seeing
I light a cigarette 
seeing demons is something 
no one does as well as I 
in poetry
no one else 
even tries
silver and gold gowns
sparkling
glittering
they move 
slowly
and speed up 
jiggling about
they wear cowboy boots 
bullets in a belt 
around their now 
black and grey gowns 
robes
I take another puff
I'm not going to quit 
until I'm dead 
it's true
it holds me stronger than any 
wife
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gagaku

they forecast possible
12 foot waves 
tomorrow

150 yards from this cottage
she

hasn't called for a week
I wait for her call 

I don't call her 
she's married

the ships at sea have radioed 
the message here 

12
foot waves due 

giant breakers 
it's a Wednesday 

1979
October 10 

around 11 a m
I haven't sent poems out in a year 
save once and that to

bachy's request 
they took almost 70 

poems
due sometime in '80 
after the waves

gagaku

I've got nothing to say 
just a paper in the typewriter 

I've nothing to say 
no love in my bed 

or on my toilet 
or cooking breakfast 
this 8 a m

a poet with no love 
has nothing to say
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gagaku

I'm in Juice
and I'm in Wormwood

and I'm in 2nd Coming 
and I've been in

100
maybe 300
perhaps 1 thousand others

and the la times printed one of mine 
10 years ago

450 thousand instant readers 
I was elated

Hirschman himself showed up at my door 
with his wife

1 week after the event 
the la times publication of my poem

I wasn't reading the la times 
then

I had to go ask for a copy of a 1 week old paper 
to see my poem that 

450 thousand had seen one week 
earlier

now I read the times over steak and eggs 
at nats on 4th street in 

santa monica
now the times publishes all 

my enemies
there is no major american war in these 70s 

so I live in anonymity
but you'll hear from me again 

when another lbj pops up
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gagaku

I'd swear aphrodite herself
came along some ten years ago
and I wrote two hundred poems about
the experience
myself turned into a
hog
but nobody published those 
poems
I guess they didn't work
it was such a powerful experience
being turned into pig
I guess I was too close to
it
she spent a night with me at 
her place
I remember she said most of the 
boys tried to take her to 
their place but 
I was different 
I wanted her at her place
she had read a book of my poems
she called them
moving
now she has gone to new york 
and I'm still here 
seeing demons
maybe she didn't turn me into a pig
maybe she wasn't aphrodite
but certain is the
fact I
see demons
claws extended 
white dress shirt 
well ironed
black or olive green tie 
gold clasp
white buttons plastic 
white silk thread for each 
button
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gagaku

I like things
that are 

bashed in
on their 

right

my neck
is bashed

in on its 
right

today I am
buying a

car that
is bashed

in on its
right

we will
have much

in common 
this 68 1 t d 

& I
I like it 
already

My

women come to me 
and go back to 

their men
and come to 

me and 
back to 

their men 
and their 

women
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gagaku

I like to beat on a drum 
I'd change my last name to 
drum
but I haven't 
too lazy
to go through court procedure 
other reasons too
demons play drums
bea t their hand bones against
skins of drums
yet no sound here
0 I don't know
I'm punking out here 
I've written 
enough this morning
the neighbors can't wait 
for me to tire 
and stop
please
somewhere someday this poem will 
be printed
please leave the space between the 
a and the t in the 2nd 
line of the 3rd stanza
english professors will 
not like it 
but it's my freedom 
it's around 3 or 4 a m
1 look at my hands
I see demons sticking pins into cushions 
lots of pins stuck
in the little reddish puff of cloth
there's dirt under my fingernails 
demons clean their talons with pins 
now try to put their pins 
in my eye
it doesn't work
it's a tough god damn world
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where is my novel? 
where is my hamsun's hunger? pan? 

where is my camus's stranger? 
my miller's assassin?

my bulgakov's master and marguerita? 
my dostoevsky's gambler? tale of 10 years prisontime? 

where is my novel? 
am I to be forever immersed 

here in
the intense poem? 

speaking of demons
with long scraggly 

wadded hair 
blowing in

this sick wind?

gagaku

I
watch them dance 
2 by 2

holding arms 
demons

in black cloth
moving to this music 
as if it were a waltz
they dip and rise and glide 

in figure eights
the reverse 
of square dance
an evil folk motion
they seem to enjoy themselves

perhaps I'm wrong 
maybe they're

saints
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gagaku

a touch of hysteria 
enters me as I write 
these gagaku demon poems 
causes me many typos 
irritates me 
now I'm more careful 
I like the poem sheet clean 
of error
I want nothing to interfere with 
my image of them
they were making faces at me
crazy funny faces
stretching their lips
widthwise with
index talons
and sticking out green
pointed tongue
the tongue changed to a
squared off yellow
thing
it's such a goddamn pleasure to see them 
for I forget everything else 
in this instant
their eyes square or rectangle
approaching square
their eyes
with marbles for
irises bobbling about inside
of sockets
I've been encouraged to write of them 
describe them
a reviewer called them "wonderful" 
he understands
they reach back and down 
touch their heels
heels of black businessmen's shoes 
pull off shoes 
toss them about 
at each other
pull off socks 
multicolored argyle
strangle one another with their own socks
laughing all the
while
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gagaku

I've decided to flood the world
with my demon
poems
because nothing has satisfied 
me as much
as seeing them published 
communicating 
talking to you 
via art
I know it's going to be hell 
trying to make any 
money at this
it just isn't going to 
happen for me 
the money
but I have money a job I 
eat fine I
don't need the money 
I have enough yet 
not too much
a woman said one can never be too thin 
or have too much money 
but that was a 
woman
that is how women think and 
unfortunately feel
demons bow tophats
black formal-wear tophats
worn at presidential inaugurations
they wipe their hidden faces with 
white handkerchiefs
shake their heads and spatter unwiped sweat 
about
the perspiration hits cement sidewalk 
burns into it as if sulfuric acid
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gagaku

I still put
wild bird seed out
doves come and eat it 
now more than the 
sparrows
cats patrol my front meadow 
but I've built wooden barriers 
so cats can't 
attack the birds 
as they feed
an airplane just now 
is going over
gagaku music is on my 
high fi
I'm an almost totally obscure 
poet
buried so deep underground 
even bukowski makes 
fun of me
but don't
think I'm writing self 
Pity
I've had tremendous peace 
here
peace that perhaps comes only
with great
obscurity
wow
another
airplane is going 
over
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the last reading

I'm going through 
hundreds of old poems 

most back from editors 
rejected over and over 
something made me keep 
them about

but today is the last 
reading

if they don't show 
at least a bit 

of art
into the fireplace 

they'll go

gagaku

I'd call more women 
but the last one said 
I was a pain to know
and I was very uncentered

the demons treat me better 
they hold pans 

dishes of fresh fruit 
steaming breakfast meats 
potatoes 

home fried
utensils they try to playfully

poke in my eyes
but this is just poetry 

imagination at work
it doesn't 
hurt
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gagaku

I was sent to clean out a dead woman's apartment 
there was a manuscript

various "spiritual" writings 
she had been struck on the yogi brahmins 
gurus from india 

and this was not my type 
of writing

she died old and mad 
first screaming profanity 

at her neighbors 
before passing away

now the manuscript 
gathers dust in a garage 
I showed it to a fellow writer 

and he said no like first I'd said no 
but something 

keeps me from throwing 
it totally out
she has no 

relatives for me to 
pass it to

maybe she was 
a van gogh like genius 

and my shallow eye can't 
pick it up 

oh impossible!
yet let some other human 

judge it when he cleans 
out the garage

after my old mad 
death

gagaku

I fed the sparrows this morning 
half of them have

red feathers on their 
chest

I prefer them to demons
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love sign

getting older 
and more naive 

here
but I got my exercise in 

this morning
playing a

drum over the pacific 
and then I came back 

to my house 
and before entering 

chatted with the 
neighbor

telling him of an eastern
european custom

beating a wife
just enough 
not too much 

just
enough to show 
love

women there
don't believe the man 

loves them 
unless he beats 
them just enough

a medium black eye 
maybe a bit

of blood
a 4 minute nosebleed 

perhaps
not for me

I'd rather jack
but for my neighbor 

he's a good man 
and his live-in girl 

has been acting 
just fine

since the perfect 
black eye
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the phone has
not rung today 
it's 6 p m 
roughly

yesterday the phone rang 
and a girl said

she was going to 
come here 

if it was ok 
with me and 

sure it was fine 
and then the phone 

rang again 
and it was her and 

a fellow
had joined her and 

could he come too and 
no it was better that 

she come another 
time

and so
so the phone rang

twice yesterday

gagaku

poetry will survive the 
joggers 
and the 

poets who jog
poetry will

survive the workshops 
and the poets 
who group suck

poetry
will not survive 

pecking orders 
there will always 

be pecking orders
and that is why 

sweet death
will survive everything
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gagaku

I like it more 
when my lines

move about the page
I like it more 

without a clear 
left hand margin

a sense of freedom 
at least to my own eye 

is expressed
sometimes 

one of my poems
that have a freedom of 

motion on the page 
looks to my purposely blurred eye 

like a thing 
dancing

perhaps balancing on one 
foot

in the midst of a step 
sometimes
the profile of one of my

poems looks like the 
side of a monster's face 

teeth protruding
a demon

gagaku

they wave their index fingers 
in all directions

no no no they
seem to say

shame on everything 
they seem

to indicate
their moves seem parental 
no this

no that 
allowed
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gagaku

I think I've lost it 
the ability 
to write poems
I still 
see demons
round faces 
fisheyes
moist and bulbing
thinning hair on their tophead 
ties on
over scaled suit
long pointed fingernails 
more like talons
regular human flesh on hands
rings worn
shining
ruby large red radiant ruby
held in a silver
setting
on one little
talon
they twirl their sex organs around 
twirling penis like a yo yo 
swung about in a 
perfect circle
I think I've lost it 
the ability 
to care 
live
love and write 
poems
horns on the top of their head
two goat like horns
coming out of
up from that
bald rather
almost bald
head
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gagaku

this is the first poem 
perhaps for 8 months
it has little chance to 

succeed
it's going to wormwood review for 

judgment
and now it's time to

get down to 
biziness

I did paint 50 or so
canvases in the 

silence of 
the last 8 months

but the hell with that
it's time to get

down to buziness
demons in burlap 

bags
potato sacks 
only eyes show through 

holes in the 
sack

and there's not much 
to see

the whites of the iris 
are more

grey than white 
large black pupils
now reduced to pinpoints of 
black

the mouth seems to be moving 
under the sack

large lips seem to chew slowly 
as a camel

perhaps it's not the
stuff of art 

this camel like chewing 
of lips under 
burlap
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gagaku

maybe I'll write a poem 
that works

maybe I'll describe a demon 
that a reader 

will see
maybe I'll end my life today 

though
the demons would be very 

upset
no

I'm here to describe them 
I know

I've said that before
they have grey rabbit ears

white fur on the inside
and pink flesh holes

ants crawled inside the ears 
and inside the eyes

of my dead human friend
that's what his wife said 
she found him inside his little 

boat
just three blocks from here

he swallowed a liquid glass 
of phencyclidine 

misspelled?
he did he did 

angel dust 
he chose his death
rocketed right through 
I respect that
yes

the demons laugh and clap
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the

cat
had the orange 

and black 
striped butterfly 

in its mouth 
and was climbing 
down the tree trunk 

by my front door
I saw
and couldn't believe

a cat with butterfly 
in mouth

so I went outside 
and the cat 

was down
in the grass

rubbing the 
butterfly into ground
I figured the butterfly 

dead
so I picked the cat 

up off 
the ground

and set her down 
20 feet away

and walked back to 
the butterfly

tweaked it a few times
tweaked the dead uplifted wing 
then the wing 

fluttered
faster than my eye 
it was up through

the branches of 
a fig tree 

gone and alive
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gagaku

I have not written 
rather I

have not sent poems 
to publishers 
for a year

but I have written
much

I have read too
conrad mencken james 
mann havelock ellis

the wormwood poets too
alos rather also usually the morning 

paper
I value reading as much as

poem writing
or playing a 

conga drum
or quinto or tumba 

drum
or oil painting or drawing 

or putting together 
a poetry magazine 
or prose
prose I like too

I like it all I 
am almost a happy man
and there is the

fig tree out front 
I look see at it 

and feel it is 
not time to move

such it has been for 20 years 
in this place

here the grass is still 
greener
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when 
I want 

time to fly 
I paint

I read my own 
work

and say this guy is 
in love 
with writing
he would be 

better
off if he was 

in love with 
a woman

once when 
I was in love

with woman 
I strode up and 
down the 
beach 
hyper

ventilating
I could not breathe 
I did not 

know
what was the 
matter

I was 23 
now I am 38 
I never 

felt
better
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l a

I
would rather
write badly and have fun 

than write well and be miserable
I would rather see my words here

swell out like a growing organ
yesterday I completed a prose novel by john fante 

ask the dust fante breathed new spirit into me and I was 
gleaming and healthy mad trotting 

about my house
all day and even now

I'm full of the life of that 
wonderful book

it is the definitive los angeles novel 
I know

I was raised at
alvarado and temple

grow a little fat and write in relative peace

it's
a way of getting 

them to leave you alone
a little roll around 

the middle a 
a bit of 
pleasant fat

it's a way 
to

keep the men and
women off you 

for me it's 
women

keep them from 
picking the pubic 
hairs
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I didn't have to scrape
for the royalties 

I had a
grandmother

who left some property
to manage
raise the rent

call a plumber 
fix a broken 

pane
lower the rent

the tenant can't
afford a raise 

with his 
mercedes

tucked in
a hidden

garage
I didn't have to scrape for the royalties

you can have
them cherrycoughski

write bukowski's biography
ferlinghetti's

royalties! get them
be a figure!

I'll take the demons sitting round
a wood table 

well stained
I'll take them beating talons 

on the top 
fangs wet for teeth

white grey & yellow 
changing colors 

that's what I'll describe 
keep your

royalties
nobody rings my phone except a loving hooker 
wondrous blessing!

no fans at the door heaven sent blessing!
I've got the solitude 

had
it for years

damn good day
the demons agree put their

arms around each 
other

a big group hug
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gagaku

it's a rhythm 
and it comes from 
ancient japan 
and perhaps before japan 

china

and it hasn't changed 
in a thousand years

and I play it 
on the record player

and I write these poems 
to it

and the poems I write 
while listening to this 
music is
rather are different than 
the poems I write 
to other music or 
to silence

right now a bird sings outside 
my writing porch 
and its song is perfect 

music

the bird's song fits perfectly with the 
gagaku nusic played on the phonograph

perfect
perfect harmony 

a delight to be 
alive and

hear it
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gagaku

I'm typing my poems 
on lighter weight paper 
now
the postal rates 
have climbed 
as you know
I'm writing my poems 
and in them 
talking 
to you to 
myself when I 
re-read them
I'm seeing demons in my 
poems now
I have enough confidence 
in my imagination to 
know I can see demons 
here
they have not 
shown up 
yet but I know 
they're coming
a sexual image involving
demons comes to me
but is too
profane to relate
just 19 seconds
ago a songbird outside
my cottage
hit a trill that can 
not go unmentioned
the demons wave silver trays 
coins jangle on the tray 
gold coins silver 
coins
nuggets of 
silver and 
gold
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gagaku

the demons toss balls 
play catch with rubber blown up 
balls 
blue 
red 
green
yellow balls
now they throw knives at each other 
catch the knives by 
blade and toss them 
back
simple game of catch 
blades mixed in with balls 
now bananas are tossed 
now a pair of spectacles 
bifocals
they smile 
laugh heartily 
though not out loud 
I can't hear them
now they run in circles playing 
tag
they pull at each others robe
grey robes black
robes
they rip pieces of cloth 
from one another
all the time laughing 
having a great 
damn time
I'm jealous
I'd rather be them or one of 
them than me
they seem to understand life 
better than I
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gagaku

I'd travel but I can't 
afford it
I haven't sent stories to hustler 

and got that 1500$ 
for a trip to germany 

or france
but there's plenty here 

to describe
I remember germany
pigs spitting in parks

I remember tangier 
swollen ankles big as my chest 

goiters like honeydews hanging 
from necks

I remember italy 
musty

the slums of genoa 
equal to harlem

I remember monaco
sparkling false diamonds 

and nice that beach of rocks 
and Valencia the

best paella in this 
world

travel

it's hard to travel 
I awake, open the cutains 
the first thing I see 

over the ocean 
6 or 7 pelicans

graceful sweeping over the pacific just 
6 or 7 feet 

above sea level
why go anywhere?
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it is like

I just said
to myself 

well
I am what 

I am
so you're 
going to 

have to
stick 
with it 
Steve if 
you're 
going to

stay alive 
so just

scratch your 
ass and

write
some

poetry
fan

it's about
6 a m

number of the 
devil

I can start 
writing poems

now on this 
typewriter 

though I 
might wake

48 neighbors
the sounds go

through 
my walls

one neighbor 
told me it

sounds like 
music
to his ears 

bless his ears
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gagaku

there's a man singing 
perhaps chanting 
maybe both

he is Japanese 
on my

record player
he is

performing gagaku
music

Shinto
tradition

I hear him 
and I

write these poems 
to his music

titled gagaku
now other performers 

join him
a stringed instrument 

drums
a special rhythm 
a thousand years old

it's best

I see demons 
I write better when I 

see demons
I don't write as well about 

humans
humans are not in

demons
demons are in humans

speak for yourself 
steve

—  Steve Richmond
Santa Monica CA
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wrappers (textured cream-color stock printed offset in 
red with dark blue used for illustrations). vi + 250 
pp., offset text. 1000 copies. $4.00 Still available.
J Foreword by Charles Bukowski and text selection (in 
part) by Ben Pleasants. Dedicated "for Marvin Malone." 
Front and back cover art by A. Sypher. Contains 329 
poems. The essential Richmond book. Received the 1974 
Wormwood Award. Library of Congress No. 74-19754.

7. 6 FOR BAUDELAIRE (n.d., 1975) Publisher not listed but: 
Earth Books, 137 Hollister Ave., Santa Monica CA 90405. 
17.8 x 21.7 cm; stapled in wrappers (white matte stock 
offset printed in black). Unpaged (8 pp. with outside 
back cover used as additional text page), offset text
on cream-colored stock. 100 copies. Gratis distribution, 
o.p.
5 Actually contains 7 poems counting poem on back cov
er. Photo of poet (unidentified) on front cover with 
the word "LILLY" on forehead. Book does not list the 
author's name anywhere. First page contains quote from 
Baudelaire: "When I have inspired universal horror and 
disgust, I shall have conquered solitide."
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8. RED WORK/BLACK/WIDOW (1976) Duck Down Press, Box 2307, 
Missoula MT 59801 (now: P.O. Box 1047, Fallon NV 
89406). 13.7 x 21.4 cm; stapled in wrappers (red matte 
stock offset printed in black). Unpaged (48 pp.), off
set text. 500 copies with first 26 lettered and signed 
by the poet. $2.00 Still available.
5T Produced by Kirk Robertson with cover design by 
Thomas Rubick. Dedicated "for Charles Bukowski." 
Contains 62 poems. ISBN: 0-916918-03-3; Library of 
Congress No. 76-15539.

9. WILD SEED (1977) Second Coming Press, P.O. Box 31249,
San Francisco CA 94131. 12.5 x 15.9 cm; perfect bound 
in wrappers (white glossy cover stock offset printed 
in black). vi_ + 42 pp., offset text. Edition unspeci
fied. $2.50 o.p.
5T Bondage photo on front cover by Bil Paul; unattrib
uted photo (Lawrence Robbin)of poet at typewriter on 
rear cover. Contains 33 poems. Edited by A.D. Winans. 
ISBN: 0-915016-14-1; Library of Congress No. 77-76903.

10. LIFSHIN & RICHMOND (1977) Bombay Duck, 2503 Myrtle St., 
Oakland CA 94607 (now: unknown). 15.1 x 22.9 cm; stap
led in wrappers (off-white matte stock identical to 
text stock; printed offset in black). Unpaged (28 pp. 
with inside back cover used as additional text page), 
offset text. Edition unspecified. $2.50 o.p.
5 A chapbook loosely inserted into Issue 5 of bombay 
duck, a magazine devoted to fine photography (0.D. 
dimensions of parent magazine are 23.0 x 22.9 cm 
with photo cover by Robert Griffin on varnished white 
stock). Chapbook edited by Joe Esmonde and magazine 
edited by Ev Thomas. Contains 14 poems by Lyn Lifshin 
and 15 poems by Richmond. Difficult to find.

11. Venice jones (March 1978) Artaud's Elbow, P.O. Box 
1139, Berkeley CA 94701 (now: unknown). 12.7 x 17.7 
cm; perfect-bound in wrappers (offset blue background 
on glossy stock with white text). Unpaged (48 pp.), 
offset text; title and facing pages plus pp. 46-47 
with offset grey background and black text. Edition 
unspecified. $2.50 o.p.
J Contains 27 poems. Dedicated "For Marissha Placek." 
Finely produced by William Garrett. ISBN 0-932928- 
01-3.

12. Steve richmond's/ DEMONS DANCE (1978) Wormwood Review 
Press, P.O. Box 8840, Stockton CA 95204. 13.6 x 21.2 
cm; detachable booklet on goldenrod stock stapled as 
center-section of The Wormwood Review: 70 (cover titled 
WARM FOOD ON VIEW: 70). Pages 53-68 of magazine (16 pp.) 
offset text. 700 numbered copies with the first 40 
signed by the poet. $3.00 Still available, unsigned 
edition only.
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5 Title page of booklet prepared by Ernest Stranger 
from period woodcut print depicting the Black Plague. 
Contains 27 poems. Edited by Marvin Malone.

13. CHAR MANKOWSKI & NEDDIE CHERMONSKI (November 1978) 
Privately printed by author. 21.7 x 28.0 cm; stapled 
(upper left) four multicolored sheets (color sequence 
is: pink, green, yellow, blue) with offset text on 
fronts only. 8 pp. 25 copies. Gratis distribution, 
o.p.
J Amusing short story in the Bukowski manner with 
the Char Mankowski of the title a thinly veiled ver
sion of Bukowski himself. Reprinted later in Vol. 9 
No. 2 of Second Coming magazine.

14. CHARLENE RUBINSKI by Gretchen Willits (November 1981) 
Stance Press, 137 Hollister Ave., Santa Monica CA 
90405. 14.0 x 21.7 cm; stapled in wrappers (tan matte 
stock offset printed in black; title in handwriting), 
ii + 50 pp., text on multicolor paper. "750" copies 
with the first 30 lettered and signed by "Gretchen 
Willits"(Steve Richmond). $2.95
5 As of May 1983, only the first 30 copies have been 
produced —  all used as review copies or gifts to 
friends. The first "trade" edition may be produced 
by Maelstrom Press. A prose narrative written under 
the pen name of Gretchen Willits. A parody of sorts 
with a thinly veiled cast of: Gretchen Willits (S. 
Richmond), Charlene Rubinski (Charles Bukowski), Jim 
King (Linda King), Neelia Chermonskis (Neeli Cherry), 
Beulah Hayward (Marvin Malone), Leona Fulton (Len 
Fulton), Lucy Ferlinghetti (Lawrence Ferlingetti), 
Bernice Rifko (Ben Pleasants), Zelda Fullbright 
(John Martin), Diane Badoolzdek (Douglas Blazek), 
Hanna Leopold (Harold Norse), among others. Under
ground sensation.

15. PROSPECTS (1983) —  the item you have in hand.

MAGAZINES FOUNDED AND EDITED:
A. EARTH (1965-1966) Two issues to date. Published and 

distributed by Earth Books & Galley, 244 Ocean Park 
Blvd., Santa Monica CA 90405 u.s.a. EARTH (now: Stance 
Press, 137 Hollister Ave.). First issue: 21.6 x 18.2 
cm; edge stapled in wrappers (offset front cover on 
glossy white stock reproducing etching by Anna Purcell; 
back cover carries title/price). Unpaged (48 pp. with 
34 on white and 14 on blue), mimeographed text. Un
specified edition. $.75 o.p.
I First issue's blue-paper section consists of Buk
owski 's "Rimbaud Be Damned: I Have Withstood 99,000
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Seasons of Hell and I Still Look Down Into This Glass 
Wondering, Wondering." Other contributors: Douglas 
Blazek, John Buckner, d.a. levy, Anna Purcell, Steve 
Richmond, Max Schwartz and William Wantling.

B. the EARTH ROSE/ a meat poetry tabloid (1966) One issue 
only. Published by Earth Books & Gallery, 244 Ocean 
Park Blvd., Santa Monica 90405 (now: Stance Press, 137 
Hollister Ave.). 28.0 x 43.2 cm (offset black text on 
one white sheet folded once to create the tabloid for
mat) . Unpaged (4pp.) 10000 copies. Gratis distribution, o. p.
JF Features controversial front page with "FUCK HATE" 
in heavy block letters averaging 7.9 cm high. Contents 
are 2 poems by Richmond, 2 by Bukowski and 5 by John 
Buckner. Center-fold illustration is a reproduction of 
an etching by Anna Hornisher and the back page features 
a poorly reproduced drawing by Richmond. The bulk of 
the edition was confiscated. Richmond and 11 others 
(distributors of the tabloid) were arrested for ob
scenity. A.C.L.U. handled the case and (after 4 years 
in court) all were acquitted. A landmark publication. 
Prized by collectors of Richmond and Bukowski and 
collectors of free speech literature.

C. STANCE (1980- ) Three issues to date. Published and
distributed by Stance Press, 137 Hollister Ave., Santa 
Monica CA 90405. 13.8 x 21.7 cm. (offset black printing 
on colored matte cover stock (Issue 1: yellow; Issue 2: 
red; Issue 3: white). 48 pp., offset text on multicolor 
sheets. Unspecified editions. $2.00/copy; 4-issue sub
scription for $7.00
5 Contributors to date: Charles Bukowski, David Garcia, 
Randy Holland, Tom House, Lyn Lifshin, Ann Menebroker, 
Ben Pleasants, Steve Richmond, Conrad Steiger, Kathy 
Brady Tirpak, William Wantling, "Gretchen Willits" 
and A.D. Winans. The Richmond/Wantling correspondence 
begun in Issue 3 will continue in promised Issue 4.

MISCELLANOUS ITEMS OF INTEREST:
i. Poetry —  Charles Bukowski/Steven Richmond (May 1968) 

Phonograph record (12-inch 33 1/3 rpm single disk) 
in a 12.5-inch pictorial jacket (art by Richmond). 
Produced by Earth Books & Gallery. 100 copies. $4.00 
o.p.

ii. "The Free Press Symposium" Los Angeles Free Press,
Vol. 12, No. 44 (Issue 589) October 31 - November 6, 
1975, pp. 14-16. Symposium moderated by Ben Pleasants 
of the seminal figures in the Los Angeles Poetry Rev
olution (Steve Richmond, Charles Bukowski, Gerald
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Locklin and Ronald Koertge. Excellent photographs 
of the participants.

iii. First published poem: December 1964 issue of Westwind, 
the U.C.L.A. literary magazine. Richmond's single 
poem resulted in banning the entire magazine. The 
work was reprinted at the top of p. 197 in EARTH 
ROSE (1974) and is reprinted here courtesy of the 
poet :

they asked what i believed in and
i told them 'a road
they asked what road, come on
what road? huh? huh?
come on, what road you travelin'?
where you goin'? you ain't on no road
mother fucker, you here man, you here
and don't you forget it man, you
HERE

iv. Recognition as a Wormwood "regular" in Vol. 20, 
No. 4 (Issue 80) of The Wormwood Review, pp. 
143-147 (8 poems). Others receiving this recog
nition: Charles Bukowski, Judson Crews, Gloria 
Kenison, Ronald Koertge, Lyn Lifshin, Gerald 
Locklin, and Phil Weidman. Wormwood issues with 
Richmond poems are (Issue No.: pages): 18: 6-7;
21: 32-33; 35: 11-12; 43: 95-110; 55: 91-93; 61: 
31-36; 70: 53-68; 72: 152-153; 78: 47-49; 80: 
143-147; 81/82: 13-14; 91: this issue. The 
first poem of this series is reprinted below:

the speckled trout 
in my hand i slit 
open to sift out 
his guts to eat 
him after fire 
scorched his 
body in the 
pan and my 
belly

—  Compiled by the editor 
11 May 1983
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